Mechanism-Based Discovery of Novel Substrates of Haloalkane Dehalogenases Using in Silico Screening
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ABSTRACT: Substrate specificity is a key feature of enzymes determining their applicability in biomaterials and biotechnologies. Experimental testing of activities with novel substrates is a time-consuming and inefficient process, typically resulting in many failures. Here, we present an experimentally validated in silico method for the discovery of novel substrates of enzymes with a known reaction mechanism. The method was developed for a model system of biotechnologically relevant enzymes, haloalkane dehalogenases. On the basis of the parametrization of six different haloalkane dehalogenases with 30 halogenated substrates, mechanism-based geometric criteria for reactivity approximation were defined. These criteria were subsequently applied to the previously experimentally uncharacterized haloalkane dehalogenase DmmA. The enzyme was computationally screened against 41,366 compounds, yielding 548 structurally unique compounds as potential substrates. Eight out of 16 experimentally tested top-ranking compounds were active with DmmA, indicating a 50% success rate for the prediction of substrates. The remaining eight compounds were able to bind to the active site and inhibit enzymatic activity. These results confirmed good applicability of the method for prioritizing active compounds—true substrates and binders—for experimental testing. All validated substrates were large compounds often containing polyaromatic moieties, which have never before been considered as potential substrates for this enzyme family. Whereas four of these novel substrates were specific to DmmA, two substrates showed activity with three other tested haloalkane dehalogenases, i.e., DhaA, DbjA, and LinB. Additional validation of the developed screening strategy with the data set of over 200 known substrates of Candida antarctica lipase B confirmed its applicability for the identification of novel substrates of other biotechnologically relevant enzymes with an available tertiary structure and known reaction mechanism.

INTRODUCTION

Enzymatic catalysis has matured into an important tool for various biotechnological applications. The high enantioselectivity and specificity of enzymes allow efficient production of many valuable chemicals.1,2 However, engineering a successful catalyst remains a challenging task and often requires the construction of many variants to achieve the desired activity and stability.2,3 Identification of conversions of novel substrates by natural enzymes is an important way for discovering practically useful reactions. In silico screening by molecular docking has been used to complement experimental in vitro screening of chemicals against biological targets in drug discovery.4,5 Recently, in silico screening was also employed for functional assignment of enzymes with unknown function by prediction of their putative substrates.6−8 This approach can be further extended for the discovery of novel substrates of enzymes used in biotechnology to broaden their scope. Although molecular docking has been used to predict substrates of short-chain dehydrogenase,9 laccase,10 lipase B,11 and sulfotransferase,12 these studies largely focused on small libraries of similar compounds, employed basic molecular docking for consideration of substrate binding only without addressing the reactivity, and sometimes lacked experimental validation.11

In a comprehensive study, Irwin et al.13 employed molecular docking to identify new substrates of Zn-dependent phospho-thioesterase, an enzyme hydrolyzing phosphate esters, including the insecticide paraoxon and nerve gases sarin, soman, and VX. The screening of 167,000 compounds revealed a known substrate ranked as the eighth hit. After visual inspection, seven compounds resembling known substrates were found among the 100 top-ranked hits and were subsequently experimentally verified as substrates. The authors did not explicitly address the reactivity of docked compounds. Reactivity was considered by docking substrates in high-energy forms in a study by Hermann et al.,6 who docked 4,207 compounds and experimentally verified three of them as substrates. Xu et al.11 addressed reactivity by considering distance-based screening criteria based on the sum of van der Waals radii of atoms involved in the nucleophilic attack. The authors correctly identified compounds reported in the literature, but no external validation was carried out. Moreover, the essential hydrogen bonds were kept
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fixed during the docking procedure, which may have disfavored compounds showing different binding patterns.

Here, we present an in silico screening method calibrated on experimentally verified substrates for better prediction accuracy. We focused on biotechnologically interesting enzymes from the family of haloalkane dehalogenases (EC 3.8.1.5; HLDs) as model enzymes. HLDs are microbial enzymes structurally belonging to the α/β-hydrolase fold that catalyze the degradation of halogenated aliphatic hydrocarbons to the corresponding alcohol, a halide and a proton. They can be utilized in the bioremediation of environmental pollutants, construction of biosensors, decontamination of warfare agents, synthesis of optically pure alcohols, and imaging of cells and protein analysis. The reaction mechanism of HLDs has been widely studied and is well understood. Consequently, HLDs are often employed as benchmarks for testing of various molecular modeling protocols. Dehalo- genation by HLDs follows a two-step reaction mechanism involving a covalently bound ester intermediate. The ester is formed in the first step by Sn2 nucleophilic displacement of a halogen atom mediated by the catalytic triad. The transition state formed in this step is stabilized by two halide-stabilizing residues, which donate H-bonds to the leaving halide group to saturate the developing charge. The ester intermediate is then hydrolyzed in the second reaction step by a hydroxyl group, which is generated from water by the catalytic histidine. Eventually, an alcohol product and halide ion are released from the buried active site through the access tunnels.

In this study, the newly developed in silico method was tested by screening 41,366 halogenated compounds against the previously uncharacterized enzyme DmmA, revealing eight experimentally validated novel substrates and eight inhibitors. In the case of the top-ranking compounds, the success rate of the method was 50% for the prediction of catalysis and 100% for the prediction of binding. We note that these rates will most probably decline with an increasing number of tested compounds. The broader applicability of the method was further validated with 206 experimentally tested substrates of Candida antarctica lipase B (CALB). The method could be used to enrich the pool of converted substrates for other biotechnologically relevant enzymes with known tertiary structure and reaction mechanism.

**METHODS**

**Preparation of Experimentally Verified Substrates.** Thirty known substrates of HLDs were prepared in both ground and high-energy states. The tertiary structures in the ground state were taken from our in house database. For the preparation of high-energy states of substrates, the Antechamber module of AMBER 12 was employed to convert the PDB files to the z-matrix format compatible with the Gaussian 09 program revision D.01. The structures were then minimized using the HF/6-31G(d) wave function for all atoms except iodine, for which the LANL2DZ basis set was employed. The following variables were constrained during the minimization: (i) The length of the carbon–halogen bond increased by 0.5 Å in comparison to its respective ground state length. (ii) Four angles between the halogen, carbon, and three atoms bound to the carbon at 90°. Restrained electrostatic potential partial charges were derived using the Antechamber module. In cases where multiple halogen atoms were present in the structure, the preparation of high-energy states was performed individually for each halogen atom. Input files were converted to an AutoDock4.0 compliant format by MGLTools.

**Preparation of Screening Database.** The three-dimen- sional structures of 41,366 compounds were extracted from the EDULISS database. The criteria for selection of these compounds were as follows: presence of a halogen atom at a sp² carbon atom, $M \log P < 8$, molecular weight < 500 g mol⁻¹, atom types parametrized for AutoDock4.0, and less than 15 torsional degrees of freedom. Input files in the Sybyl mol2 format were converted into an AutoDock4.0 compliant format by MGLTools.

**Preparation of Receptors.** The coordinates of the crystal structures of seven HLDs were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (Table 1). Only chain A was used when screening proteins with multiple chains. All water molecules were deleted from the structures with the exception of “structured water”, that is, molecules important for the catalytic mechanism of HLDs (Table 1). Hydrogen atoms were added to the receptor with the H++ server at pH 7.5. The hydrogen atom bound to the NE2 atom of the catalytic histidine was deleted to reflect the catalytic mechanism of HLDs. Gasteiger charges were subsequently assigned by MGLTools. During the docking procedure, the receptor was represented by a set of atomic and electrostatic maps calculated by AutoDock4.0. The grid maps comprised 80 × 76 × 80 grid points with a spacing of 0.25 Å, which were centered at a position near the nucleophilic oxygen and catalytic base to cover the whole active site and main access tunnel (Figure 1, Supporting Information).

**Docking Protocol.** The energy of the unbound system was estimated as the internal energy of the unbound extended conformation determined from a Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm search. A total of 250 docking calculations were performed for each compound using the Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm with the following parameters: initial population size 300, maximum number of generations 27,000, elitism value 1, mutation rate 0.02, and crossover rate 0.8. The maximum number of energy evaluations was set to $(1.5 \times 10^7) Ntor + 1.5 \times 10^6$, where Ntor is the number of torsional degrees of freedom of a docked compound. Each local search was based on the pseudo Solis and Wets algorithm with a maximum of 300 iterations per search. Final conformations from all 250

---

**Table 1. PDB Codes of Crystal Structures of HLDs and IDs of “Structured Water” Molecules**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>crystal structure</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>PDB code</th>
<th>ID of “structured water” molecules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DbaA</td>
<td>USDA110</td>
<td>3A2M</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DmbA</td>
<td>USDA10</td>
<td>2QVB</td>
<td>316, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinB</td>
<td>USDA10</td>
<td>1MJ5</td>
<td>3050, 3508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DhaA</td>
<td>NCIMB 13064</td>
<td>1CQW</td>
<td>565, 566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DhlA</td>
<td>GJ10</td>
<td>2XYP</td>
<td>559, 610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DbeA</td>
<td>USDA94</td>
<td>4K2A</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DmmA</td>
<td>USDA94</td>
<td>3U1T</td>
<td>26, 622</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“NA” = not applicable, structured catalytic waters are missing, and the coordinates of water molecules were taken from LinB.
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Docking calculations were clustered into groups with tolerance for their root-mean-square positional deviation at 2 Å.

**Mechanism-Based Geometric Criteria for Reactivity Estimation.** The largest cluster obtained from molecular docking of each compound was evaluated for proper positioning of the halogen atom between the two halogen-stabilizing residues using a 4.5 Å cutoff distance. Compounds with their halogens properly stabilized were investigated for a possible Sn2 displacement reaction. The distance (R0) and reactive distance (R1) were measured for a set of 30 known substrates. Six characterized HLDs were recorded, and values applicable to each compound according to the established protocol.44 The energies (both polar and nonpolar) calculated with an implicit solvent model. Force field parameters for the docked compounds were prepared with the Antechamber and prmtop modules of AmberTools 1.5.52 AM1-BCC charges53 were assigned to individual atoms of compounds using the Antechamber module of AmberTools 1.5. Molecular topologies of protein, compounds, and protein–compound complexes were prepared with the Leap module of AmberTools 1.5 using the ff03.r1 force field for proteins46,47 and general Amber force field48 for compounds. The PB radii were set to mbondi2 as required for generalized Born model 2.49 To partially account for an induced fit upon the binding of a compound, the structures of the protein–compound complexes were minimized in two consequent rounds using the Sander module of AMBER 12. In the first round, the fast minimization consisted of 250 steps of the steepest descent method followed by 750 steps of the conjugate gradient energy method using a nonbonded cutoff of 50 Å and a distance-dependent dielectric multiplicative constant for the electrostatic interactions of 4πε to simulate solvation effects. The second round was carried out in actual implicit solvent with the following parameters: 100 steps of steepest descent followed by 400 steps of conjugate gradient energy minimization, nonbonded cutoff of 16 Å, interior dielectric constant of 2,50 and generalized Born model 2.49 The convergence criterion for the energy gradient was set to 0.1 kcal/mol Å for both minimization rounds. The nonpolar contribution to the solvation energy was computed using atomic surfaces calculated from the linear combinations of pairwise overlaps (LCPO) method.52 Finally, the MM/GBSA calculation of the binding energy was performed on the minimized structure by Python script MMPBSA.py of AmberTools 1.5 using a setting consistent with the second level of minimization.

**Protein Expression and Purification.** The recombinant plasmid pET21 carrying corresponding His-tagged dehalogenase gene was introduced into E. coli BL21 DE3 (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, U.S.A.) cells by heat shock transformation. Transformed cells were cultivated on agar plates containing 100 μg mL−1 of kanamycin as a selection marker. Plates were first incubated overnight at 37 °C. The next day, 10 mL of LB media containing 100 µg mL−1 of kanamycin was inoculated with a single colony of cells followed by overnight culture cultivation at 37 °C. Finally, the latter overnight culture was used to inoculate 1 L of LB medium with 100 µg mL−1 of kanamycin, which was cultivated at 37 °C until an OD600 of 0.6 was reached. Induction of protein expression was initiated by addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 0.5 mM and then cultivating the culture overnight at 20 °C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 14,000 g for 10 min at 4 °C, then washed with 20 mM phosphate buffer, resuspended in 20 mL of the same buffer, and frozen to −80 °C. Biomass was thawed on ice, whereupon DNase (2 μL of DNase for each 1 mL of sample) was added to the sample. Cells were disrupted by sonication on ice with a Hielscher UP200S ultrasonic processor (Hielscher, Germany). The cell lysate was subjected to centrifugation at 21,000 g for 1 h at 4 °C. Crude extracts were manually loaded onto a Ni-NTA Superflow cartridge (Qiagen, Germany) charged with Ni2+ ions and equilibrated with a purification buffer (16.4 mM K2HPO4, 3.6 mM KH2PO4, 0.5 M NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole) at pH 7.5. After washing out unbound and weakly bound fractions, histidine-tagged protein was eluted by increasing the imidazole concentration up to 250 mM. The collected protein was dialyzed against 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). The homogeneity and purity of the prepared enzyme

![Figure 1. Geometric parameters used for estimation of reactivity. The reactive distance (R0) between the catalytic aspartate (cyan sticks) and attacked carbon atom of the substrate molecule (yellow sticks) is represented by a thick dashed line. The reactive angle (R1) between the catalytic aspartate, attacked carbon, and leaving halogen atoms is represented by a thin dashed line. The two hydrogen-bonding distances (H1 and H2) between the halide-stabilizing residues (cyan lines) and the leaving halogen atom of the substrate are represented by dashed lines.](image-url)
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was verified by SDS-PAGE on 15% polyacrylamide gels. Staining was performed by Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 dye (Fluka, Switzerland), and the approximate molecular weight was determined on the basis of the protein molecular weight marker (Fermentas, Canada).

**Activity and Inhibition Assay.** Stock solutions were prepared by dissolving 1 mg of powder in 200 μL of 99% DMSO, giving a concentration of 5 mg mL⁻¹. The reaction progress was monitored by using a modified Holloway assay. Briefly, phenol red serving as a pH indicator was added to 1.0 mM HEPES buffer (pH 8.0) to a final concentration of 60 μM. The reaction mixture was prepared in a transparent 96 well microtiter plate, which contained 120 μL of buffer with indicator, 15 μL of stock compound in DMSO, and 15 μL of

---

**Table 2. Structural Representation of Experimentally Tested Compounds**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound ID</th>
<th>Molecular Structure</th>
<th>Compound ID</th>
<th>Molecular Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C01</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Structure C01" /></td>
<td>C11</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Structure C11" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C02</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Structure C02" /></td>
<td>C12</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Structure C12" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C03</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Structure C03" /></td>
<td>C13</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Structure C13" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C04</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Structure C04" /></td>
<td>C14</td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Structure C14" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C05</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Structure C05" /></td>
<td>C15</td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Structure C15" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C06</td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Structure C06" /></td>
<td>C16</td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Structure C16" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C07</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Structure C07" /></td>
<td>BRB</td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Structure BRB" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C08</td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Structure C08" /></td>
<td>IOP</td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Structure IOP" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C09</td>
<td><img src="image17" alt="Structure C09" /></td>
<td>IOB</td>
<td><img src="image18" alt="Structure IOB" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td><img src="image19" alt="Structure C10" /></td>
<td>DBE</td>
<td><img src="image20" alt="Structure DBE" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image21" alt="Structure BBN" /></td>
<td>BBN</td>
<td><img src="image22" alt="Structure BBN" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All compounds without exception were experimentally confirmed as either substrates (unshaded) or inhibitors (shaded). Five universal substrates of HLDs used as positive controls are shown at the end of the table.*
enzyme. The enzymatic reaction was monitored by measuring the absorbance change at 550 nm associated with a decrease in pH using a FLUOStar Optima spectrophotometer (BMG Labtech, U.S.A.). The final concentration of DMSO was 30% to achieve comparable concentrations even for less soluble substrates. The inhibition assay was performed with 1,2-dibromoethane as substrate at a concentration of 9.8 mM and tested compounds at concentrations from 270 to 490 μM. The results were related to data for the reaction without addition of inhibitor.

Validation Using External Data Set. Structures of 233 compounds extracted from a data set published by Xu et al. were converted to an AutoDock4.0 compliant format by Open Babel 2.34 and MGLTools. The coordinates of the crystal structure of CALB were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 1TCA). Hydrogen atoms were added to the receptor with the H++ server at pH 7.5. Gasteiger charges were subsequently assigned by MGLTools. During the docking procedure, the receptor was represented by a set of atomic and electrostatic maps calculated by AutoGrid4.0. The grid maps comprised 70 × 80 × 70 grid points with a spacing of 0.2 Å, which were centered at a position near the nucleophilic oxygen and catalytic base to cover the whole active site. The docking protocol was the same as described previously for HLDs.

The largest cluster obtained from the molecular docking of each compound was evaluated for proper positioning of the carbonyl between the two stabilizing residues (Thr40 and Gln106) using 4.5 Å as the cutoff distance. Properly stabilized compounds had at least one of the distances to each of the stabilizing residues within this cutoff. The —O···C==O reactive distance one ($D_1$) and —H···O reactive distance two ($D_2$) parameters measured for the set of 22 known substrates of CALB were recorded, and values applicable to 64% of the known substrates were set as the cutoff for the description of reactivity (Figure 2, Supporting Information).

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

### Development of Screening Protocol.

Enzymes preferably recognize compounds in their transition (or so-called high-energy) states over the ground state structures. Therefore, high-energy intermediates of substrates should have better affinity toward active sites than nonsubstrates and should be easily recognized by their lower binding energies. However, this is largely influenced by the accuracy of binding energies calculated from the docking. On the other hand, compounds in the ground state could be subjected to further minimization and rescoring procedures, allowing more precise prediction of binding. Moreover, they do not have to be exhaustively prepared for molecular docking because many databases of compounds in ready-to-dock formats are available. The drawback of using ground states is a need for evaluation of their reactivity in addition to their binding.

To compare both approaches and select the most beneficial one, we initially docked 32 ground states and 43 corresponding high-energy states of known substrates to the DbjA, DmbA, LinB, DhaA, DhlA, and DbeA enzymes. Substrates with a halogen atom stabilized within 4.5 Å from the halogen-stabilizing residues were assessed for possible $S_N2$ displacement reaction, and the $−\text{C}==\text{Cl}$ reactive distance ($R_0$) and $−\text{COO}^−\cdots\text{C}−\text{Cl}$ reactive angle ($R_\alpha$) parameters were recorded (Tables 1–4, Supporting Information).

Substrates docked in their ground state showed better predicted affinity and better correspondence between their predicted and experimental reactivity for six evaluated enzymes (Tables 5 and 6, Supporting Information). For these reasons and the aforementioned practical benefits of using ground states, we employed them for further screening. Using the data on the docked geometry of the known substrates in their ground states, strict cutoff values for reactivity applying to 70% of known substrates were identified as follows: $R_0 < 3.3$ Å and $R_\alpha > 140°$ (Figure 3, Supporting Information).
Identification and Characterization of Novel Substrates. Altogether, 41,366 compounds were docked to the active site of DmmA. A total of 11,273 compounds had the halogen positioned within 4.5 Å from the halide-stabilizing residues. Their binding energies predicted by AutoDock ranged from $-12.6$ to $-2.1$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ (Figure 4, Supporting Information). A total of 548 structurally unique compounds fulfilling the cutoff values for reactivity were selected for rescoring by NNScore 2.0 and MM/GBSA. Their binding energies calculated by MM/GBSA ranged from $-51.4$ to $-12.4$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ confirming the potential of these compounds to bind the active site of DmmA (Figure 5, Supporting Information). Fifty top-ranked compounds were assessed for their commercial availability in the PubChem database and visually inspected in PyMOL$^{61}$ to verify proper binding according to the assumed catalytic mechanism (Table 7, Supporting Information). Sixteen compounds were selected (Table 2) and experimentally assayed for their activities with DmmA. Eight of these compounds were confirmed as substrates of DmmA. The new substrates comprised aromatic moieties with on average 50% higher molecular weight than common substrates of HLDs. The conversion of such bulky aromatic compounds has not previously been reported for HLDs but is consistent with the large active site of DmmA.$^{30,62}$ The new substrates also exhibited new types of interactions within the mostly hydrophobic active site. For example, compounds C01, C08, and C12 created a hydrogen bond with the backbone oxygen of N78. The catalytic activities of DmmA with these novel substrates were compared to the activity of this enzyme with five universal substrates of HLDs.$^{30}$ (Figure 2), that is, 1-bromobutane (BRB), 1-isopropanol (IOP), 1-isobutane (IOB), 1,2-dibromoethane (DBE), and 4-bromobutyronitrile (BBN). DmmA showed a 2-fold higher specific activity with C15 in comparison to BBN, which is the best universal substrate of HLDs, whereas the specific activity with C01 was comparable to BBN. The experimentally determined specific activity of DmmA toward the remaining six new substrates was within the activity range of BRB, IOB, and IOP.

Eight novel substrates of DmmA were assayed against three further enzyme family members (Figure 6, Supporting Information). DhaA was found to be active with C11, C15, and C16. LinB was active with C02, C11, C15, and C16. DbjA was active with C15. The activity of C11, C15, and C16 with three out of the four tested HLDs might be a consequence of the catalytic robustness of these enzymes, which belong to the same substrate specificity group.$^{30}$ Members of this group are generally regarded as the most active HLDs and are widely used for mechanistic studies,$^{22}$ as well as biotechnological applications.$^{16-20,63,64}$ The activity of DmmA with the substrates unique to this enzyme may be due to the unusual size and shape of its active site or architecture of the access tunnels.$^{30,65}$

Characterization of Inactive Compounds. To understand the origin of unsuccessful prediction for the eight inactive compounds, we probed their ability to bind the active site of DmmA by measuring their inhibitory effect on the activity of DmmA with DBE. The determined residual activities were in the range of 21–93% (Figure 3). The observed inhibitory effects confirmed that all eight inactive compounds were able to bind to the active site of DmmA. Taking the results for both the experimentally confirmed substrates and inhibitors together, the prediction method achieved 100% success rate in the prediction of binding for the evaluated set of 16 compounds. Visual analysis of the bound inhibitors revealed that five of them were able to form a hydrogen bond with the reactive oxygen of the catalytic aspartate, hindering nucleophilic attack (Figure 4). We were not able to discern any obvious pattern for the three remaining compounds. Nonetheless, the knowledge of interactions between inhibitors and the active site can be applied for subsequent screening of new substrates or inhibitors of HLDs. The compounds showing no activity with DmmA were also assayed for activity with other three HLDs, DhaA, LinB, and DbjA (Figure 6, Supporting Information). However, no activity was detected with these enzymes, suggesting that hydrogen bonding with a nucleophile is a common inhibitory motif preventing conversion of these potential substrates by different HLDs.

Validation Using External Data Set. To evaluate the applicability of our method with other systems, we tried to identify potential substrates of CALB using the experimental data set$^{11}$ containing 206 substrates and 27 nonsubstrates (Tables 8 and 9, Supporting Information). Twenty-two substrates were used for development of mechanism-based geometric criteria to estimate the reactivity (Figure 2, Supporting Information). The selected cutoff values for the reactivity, applying to 64% of selected substrates, were $D_1 < 4.1$ Å and $D_2 < 5.1$ Å (Table 8, Supporting Information). The remaining 211 compounds were evaluated by the method. In this experiment, 158 compounds were predicted to be correctly stabilized, and 80 compounds were predicted as potential substrates (Table 9, Supporting Information). Depending on the number of compounds selected for experimental testing, the portion of successfully identified substrates would range...
from 96% for the 50 top-ranked potential substrates to 89% for all 80 predicted substrates (Figure 7, Supporting Information). While the high success rates obtained for the CALB data set are partially due to the bias in the data set toward real substrates, they clearly confirm ability of our approach to enrich true substrates among selected compounds.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Substrate specificity is one of the most important features of enzymes. Here, we show that the substrate scope of an enzyme can be efficiently explored by in silico screening, requiring only knowledge of the tertiary structure, reaction mechanism, and several experimentally verified substrates.

The newly developed method applied to DmmA correctly predicted 50% of substrates and 100% of binders from 16 compounds proposed for experimental testing, confirming the possible utilization of this strategy for prioritizing active compounds. These statistics should be interpreted with caution because selection of more compounds for experimental testing would reduce these success rates.

The activities of eight novel substrates were found to be comparable to those of five universal substrates of HLDs; two of these substrates (C01 and C15) were found to be more active with DmmA than the best universal substrate of this enzyme family BBN. Three novel substrates, C11, C15, and C16, were additionally converted by three different HLD enzymes, DhaA, DbjA, and LinB.

The developed method was successfully evaluated with an external data set of 206 substrates of CALB, which confirmed its broader applicability for selection of true substrates. Our study demonstrates the potential of in silico screening for finding novel substrates of enzymes outside the chemical space of experimentally characterized compounds.
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